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The Student Learner Outcomes: JWNHS students will exhibit PRIDE by being: 

 

Problem Solvers – Think critically to organize and synthesize information from a variety of traditional and 

electronic sources and apply resulting knowledge to new and different situations. 

Responsible Members of Society – Evaluate options and take responsibility for personal and academic 

decisions. Demonstrate respect toward self and others and recognize the impact of our decisions on our 

lives and the lives of those around us. 

Independent Learners – Demonstrate self-motivation and self-discipline while setting high school, post-

secondary, and career goals. 

Dynamic Communicators – Listen, speak, and write effectively while using all available resources, including 

technology. 

Effective Collaborators – Strive to collaboratively work toward individual and group goals. 

 

In addition to our Student Learner Outcomes and Mission Statement, JWNHS also strives to uphold the 

values and rigors of the International Baccalaureate Programme (IB). The IB Programme aims to develop 

internationally minded people who recognize their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet 

help to create a better and more peaceful world.   

 

The IB Learner profile and the JWNHS Student Learner Outcomes – PRIDE – are closely aligned so that 

we have a schoolwide focus on meeting the needs of all our students and the demands of developing 

compassionate life-long learners who are college and career ready and will make a positive impact in a 

global society.  

 

The self-study process and focus group meetings have resulted in a more thorough evaluation for teachers 

of JWNHS’s areas of most critical academic need. Teachers have extended the examination of our school 

profile and achievement data from site, local, district, and state assessments to include best teaching 

practices aligned with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in order to reorganize and update 

assessments and interventions for students.  As a result, teachers are modifying traditional practices to 

reflect the new areas of academic need affecting their instruction.  

 

Significant Developments 

Since the last full WASC visitation in 2013, John W. North High School (JWNHS) continues to evolve and 

use the Schoolwide Action Plan as a mechanism to ensure school improvement and student success. 

Significant developments that have occurred over the last six years include: implementation and analysis 

of benchmark data in core content areas, further development and refining of Professional Learning 
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Communities (PLC), distinction as an authorized schoolwide MYP Programme, increased access and use 

of technology in order to facilitate and enrich the learning experiences, training and implementation of the 

CCSS, adoption of new curricula in multiple content areas, and several changes in leadership at both the 

site and district levels. 

 

In order to meet the changing demands of our students, RUSD implemented early release Collaboration 

Wednesdays as a systemic way for collaboration to be built into the work week district-wide. This is time 

designated for content area groups to work through the formative process of creation, implementation, and 

comparison of data. During this time, the content area PLCs meet to create formative assessments, analyze 

data, share best practices, create goals, and collaborate on curriculum. This implementation is at varying 

levels and stages across campus. The variances between departments can be attributed to a number of 

things such as curriculum adoptions, standard changes, and student need. PLCs have completed the 

School Self-Assessment Survey and are at varying stages in the process to track their progress. These 

results can be found in each PLC’s folder. Some PLCs have already created several opportunities for data 

analysis and best practices aligned to our schoolwide goals. For instance, in our math department, a new 

textbook adoption has created the need for new assessments and data collection. Each teacher in the math 

department will be receiving eight trainings and support in the new curriculum. Along with this, our Math 1 

teachers will be using STEMulate coaching as a support tool as they develop their proficiency with the new 

curriculum.  

 

Another area of significant development is the increase in staff participation and attendance at AVID 

summer institutes to increase the use of WICOR (Writing, Inquiry, Collaboration, Organization, Reading) 

strategies and rigor schoolwide. Frequent professional development allows for the consistent improvement 

of curriculum design and innovation in the classroom. This allows not only for students to be challenged, 

but also allows for extended creativity on the part of teachers. JWNHS’s leadership team underwent a 

process to clarify and identify its LCAP goals. LCAP has added more funds for academics, sports, special 

programs, and for teacher professional development.  

 

LCAP funds have also made an impact on our students’ participation in college preparatory exams. As a 

result of district LCAP funds, all sophomores take the PSAT for free. Starting in 2015, all IB exams have 

been paid for by our district’s LCAP funds. In addition, from 2015-2017, district LCAP funds paid for student 

AP exams.  In 2018, the funding for AP exams changed. A grant covered the costs of AP exams for students 

who received free-reduced price lunch, AEL students, and homeless youth.   

 

In addition, JWNHS has excellent Credit Recovery options and added hybrid courses in the fall of 2016. 

Both Credit Recovery and hybrid classes provide greater opportunities for students to graduate on time. In 

addition to Credit Recovery, the district’s alternative school, Lincoln High School, is an option available to 
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students. However, students must be 16 years of 

age to attend. 

 

Aesthetically, there have been replacements of 

hazardous asphalt areas and an extension of the 

lunch areas to comfortably accommodate more 

students. Additional improvements will be made this 

upcoming summer. The most significant change is 

that the new state-of-the-art athletic stadium has 

been completed. This gives our students and all 

stakeholders a sense of PRIDE. Previously, our community had to travel to other venues for graduation, 

football games, and other sporting events. JWNHS has also updated its fitness center for use by both staff 

and students with state-of-the-art work out and weight machines. Furthermore, the district dump that used 

to be housed in the back of JWNHS has been removed. The space is being renovated and will be used by 

our science department to provide hands-on learning opportunities in the form of hydroponic and 

aquaponics gardening. This space is also being used to create the Eastside Community Garden 

Connection.  

 
The Eastside Community Garden Connection is a 

collaboration between Emerson Elementary (EES), 

University Heights Middle School (UHMS), JWNHS, 

RUSD Nutrition Services, and various city and county 

agencies. The project is working to transform the 

former dump area into an over 1.5-acre garden 

complex with hydroponics, aquaponics, composting, 

raised garden beds, orchards, a production area, and a mural that highlights the rich agricultural history of 

the Eastside, Riverside, and Southern California. The project officially broke ground in November 2018 and 

was led by JWNHS teacher Lillian McCandless, UHMS teacher Doug Frey, and Sarah Tomlinson from 

Nutrition Services. Approximately 30 students, teachers, and our principal Mr. Nakamura joined the efforts. 

Irrigation for our first two garden beds is scheduled for completion. JWNHS received a $250,000 air quality 

grant that will be integrated into the garden project. We are also collaborating with UCR on another grant 

that is in the final stages and will hopefully be approved for another $250,000.  

 

In the last three years, Riverside had an influx of refugees.  As a result, JWNHS has been challenged with 

more students enrolling with little to no formal education and language skills. To our credit, JWNHS is 

making program changes to support these students academically.  JWNHS recently celebrated the fact that 

during the 2017/2018 school year 90 AEL students increased one or more language performance levels on 
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the California English Language Development Test (CELDT).  This is a testament to JWNHS’s commitment 

to support our students’ success while providing opportunities to attend college and become career ready. 

JWNHS is also making the transition to the new state exam for English Learners: English Language 

Proficiency Assessment for California (ELPAC). Our first reporting of ELPAC data came in October of 2018. 

The results of that data will be used to develop more focused professional development as the data 

indicates that our AEL students overall scored a 3 on the ELPAC, which means we need more focused 

instruction to move those students to level 4 and reclassification.  

 

Ongoing Method of Follow-up  

In the fall of 2015, the Schoolwide Action Plan was established as a focus for increasing student 

achievement and direction of Title I funds. Although the Schoolwide Action Plan is the focus of Title I funds 

directed toward at-risk students schoolwide, the goals that it contains reflect the previous WASC Action 

Plan, the previous Schoolwide Action Plan and the Critical Areas for Follow-up. The Schoolwide Action 

Plan is reviewed by the School Site Council (SSC) yearly and is a living document. The SSC consists of 

the JWNHS’s principal, four teachers, one non-classroom employee, three parents, and three students. 

The team meets monthly for a total of eight meetings a year to analyze and revise the Schoolwide Action 

Plan. The document is then given to our school’s English Language Advisory Committee (ELAC) for 

feedback. The SSC gives approval of the Schoolwide Action Plan, and then the final document is submitted 

to the School Board.  

 

Schoolwide Action Plan Goals 

School Goal #1 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

English by at least 5%.  

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

English for students receiving Special Education services by at least 3%. 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

English for English Learners by at least 3%. 

School Goal #2 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

math by at least 5%.  

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

math for students receiving Special Education services by at least 3%. 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 School Year, JWNHS will increase CAASPP Summative scores in 

math for English Learners by at least 3%. 

School Goal #3 
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• By the end of the 2018-2019 School year, the percentage of long-term English Learners meeting 

reclassification criteria will increase by at least 5%. 

School Goal #4 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 school year, our overall attendance rate will increase to 97.5% or 

higher. 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 school year, we will decrease the chronic truancy rate by 5%. 

• By the end of the 2018-2019 school year, student suspension rates will decrease by 3%. 

 

A survey was given to staff to collect their feedback regarding the critical areas of need at JWNHS. As a 

result of the combined results of the survey and assessment reflection efforts, JWNHS identified two Critical 

Areas of Need.  

Critical Areas of Need  

 
1.  JWNHS needs a more refined process of data analysis (using both quantitative and qualitative 

measures) in order to make informed decisions about programs and interventions that effectively 

address student needs. 

2. JWNHS needs to further prepare for the Common Core and new assessments by having a more 

organized and cohesive approach to the teaching of writing and comprehension skills. 

Areas of Reflection 

JWNHS continues to make an effort to improve its process of data analysis and recognizes this is an area 

of critical need. JWNHS has continued to use district-wide CCSS-aligned assessments within departments 

to begin discussions and examination of data. Illuminate Data Systems (Illuminate) is a program that is 

widely used on campus and because assessments are graded quickly, the data derived from the reports 

informs teachers of student areas of success and where more attention needs to be devoted. Data analysis 

is done during Professional Learning Community (PLC) time held once a week within departments. The 

use of Illuminate allows for greater data gathering and analysis by departments and individual teachers. 

Currently, most departments utilize district common assessments. Some of the assessments are 

administered by each quarter and others each semester. The data gathered from these assessments is 

then used to discuss effective instructional strategies for student success. Common formative assessments 

are used by various content areas at different times, in different ways. JWNHS is furthering its development 

of strategies to seek new resources that provide all students opportunities to engage in a challenging, 

relevant, and standards-based curriculum. While we have made steady improvements, we recognize that 

there is still room for growth.   

 

Beginning with the 2018-2019 school year, math teachers teaching Math 1 and Math 2 will give a district-

wide assessment three times per year and math teachers teaching Math 3 and Accelerated Math 3 will 

administer Interim Assessment Blocks (IABs) three times per year as a means to prepare students for the 
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format, rigor, and style of CAASPP summative assessments. Math teachers will then use that data as a 

measurement of progress towards meeting schoolwide goals. Similarly, English teachers in grades nine 

through eleven will administer IABs three times per year as a means to prepare students for the format, 

rigor and style of CAASPP summative assessments. IABs in both English and math are generated by the 

Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) system and are modeled after the exams students take 

in the spring. 

 

In addition, both staff and students have completed surveys that identify the level of student engagement. 

A Student Perception Survey created through the collaborative efforts of a team of teachers, counselors, 

administrators, and students offered us a better idea of where we are in terms of student needs. With our 

continued efforts to be more culturally proficient and meet student needs, this survey gave JWNHS insights 

into the needs of our students that affect their academic achievement. Thirty-one percent of our student 

population completed the survey anonymously. Below are the questions from the survey and the results.  

 

Furthermore, we acknowledge that intervention must take place outside of the classroom as we cannot pull 

students from class and ask them to miss important instructional time. To that end, Husky Help is a tutoring 

program for all students in all content areas. It is an intervention program offered at lunchtime and 

afterschool that allows students that did not grasp the content in class to get additional support outside of 

the classroom. Husky Help tutoring is provided five days a week both after school and during lunch. The 

tutoring program hires current JWNHS students to be tutors.  

 

Husky Help also started providing lunchtime tutoring and access to the computer lab and classroom 

resources during lunch. As part of the program there are seventh period classrooms being manned by 

English, science, and math teachers, as well as tutors five days a week that are available to students that 

want additional help. Husky Help also rewards students who make the extra effort to seek out their own 

success. Students earn points quarterly that they can exchange for school supplies. School supplies and 

textbooks are provided for students while in all of the Husky Help intervention tutoring rooms. 
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Perception Survey Questions and Results 

 

Our current principal, Mr. Nakamura, is focusing on teachers and teaching strategies in order to increase 

rigor in the classroom by creating student learning environments with student talk at the center. Mr. 

Nakamura has made it clear from the beginning of his tenure that he expects to see more rigorous 

instruction from staff and has consistently pursued actions that are aligned with that expectation. He has 

done this by providing training and being available to staff.  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

All my teachers believe I can succeed in their
classroom.

I am confident in my ability to learn the content in all of
my classes.

My teachers acknowledge and value my culture in their
classroom.

My teachers encourage me to succeed in the
classroom.

I feel comfortable asking my teachers for help.

My teacher listens to me when I speak to him/her.

My teachers consider my life and my culture when
planning, teaching, and assigning homework.

I feel safe in my classes.

I feel safe on campus.

My counselor considers my culture and life when
advising me about my future plans.

I feel comfortable asking my counselor for help and
guidance.

I feel North's support staff (librarians, campus
supervisors, secretaries, custodians, SRO, office…

I know who my school administrators are and what
they do (Principal and Assistant Principals).

I feel comfortable talking to my school administrators.

I feel welcome and included at John W. North High
School.

Student Perception Survey Responses

Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree Strongly Disagree
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Overall this focus has contributed to a deliberate growth in rigor, influenced by the theory that real change 

is teacher-driven and supported by all stakeholders. While Mr. Nakamura has set the priorities, he has 

encouraged teachers to push for changes that will improve rigor. He meets regularly with his Leadership 

Team and much of the work in implementing the desired changes comes from teachers in their PLCs. While 

the gains may be slow, the overall results have been positive. 

 

The increased rigor resulting from the additional exposure to and use of WICOR strategies as a bridge to the 

CCSS has impacted student achievement and has provided opportunities for all students to thrive. The CCSS 

allows for some flexibility for teachers to effectively teach in creative ways that allows students to utilize 

higher order thinking skills. Another way JWNHS considers its demographics, is by believing it is imperative 

to foster an awareness of technical training and community college opportunities. 

The JWNHS leadership team, with the 

support and guidance of the principal, 

have also been working towards 

schoolwide goals.  These schoolwide 

goals are shared with departments. The 

specific indicators of success for these 

goals have been determined through the 

collaborative efforts of the leadership 

team. These schoolwide goals are in 

addition to our Critical Areas of Need 

and help provide support in keeping us 

focused on moving towards successful 

achievement of our Critical Areas of 

Need. They are also centered on four 

areas of focus as indicted in the diagram.  

 

2017-2019 Schoolwide Goals 

 

1. Suspension rates will decrease for all students. 

a. Period truancies will decrease at all grade levels. 

2. We will experience academic growth as indicated by CAASPP, ELPAC, MAP, standardized 

assessments, and other measures. 

3. Graduation rates will increase for all student groups. 

a. UC/CSU a-g completion and/or Career Pathways will increase for all student groups. 

4. GPAs and attendance rates will improve for students involved in extracurricular activities. 
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5. We will transition instruction from teacher- to student-centered as evidenced by an increase in 

depth and breadth of student talk 

 

Opportunities for Parental Involvement  

The JWNHS website, marquee, Family Resource Center (FRC), ELAC Parent Newsletter, Peachjar, phone 

dialer, AERIES parent portal, and periodic mailings inform parents of ways they may get involved with 

school activities. ELAC, Legacy, PTSA, SSC, and Academy Advisory Committees all include parents as 

active members. Parents receive regular presentations on JWNHS’s academic achievement, goals, and 

the parents' role in student success. Counselors hold parent/student conferences with families of students 

that need further support in meeting graduation requirements. Administrators, AEL Coordinator, TOSA, 

counselors, and teachers meet with parents of English Learners to provide information about the ELPAC, 

reclassification, and disseminate information about JWNHS's after school and Saturday intervention 

classes.  Several of our parent events and activities have sign-in sheets or tickets, but we recognize that a 

more formalized process to evaluate parent participation and growth is needed.  

 

JWNHS staff organizes Husky Pride Day for 8th grade students and Husky Pride Evening for their parents. 

These two events provide incoming 9th grade students and parents the opportunity to become familiar with 

North's campus, staff, and activities prior to their 9th grade year. The orientation to JWNHS includes 

sessions with student body leaders, counselors, administrators, club leaders, and athletics coaches. 

 

Many parent groups are involved in a collaborative process to create, monitor, and evaluate JWNHS’s 

programs. JWNHS’s parents are invited to participate in School Site Council (SSC), the English Learner 

Advisory Committee (ELAC), Parent Teacher Student Association (PTSA), Coffee with the Principal, as 

well as various booster organizations across campus.  

 

Not only does JWNHS encourage its parents to get involved, but we also encourage former students in the 

form of Alumni to stay connected to JWNHS. Many of our alumni have children and/or grandchildren 

attending North. Our Alumni Association established during the 2017-2018 school year welcomed back 

anyone with a connection to JWNHS. Since the Alumni Association’s inception it has grown to 1,503 

members. It also gives Alumni opportunities to give back to the school as volunteers and mentors. Our 

Alumni Association collaborates with the PTSA to raise money for scholarships for graduating seniors that 

have exhibited academic need and/or academic excellence or improvement. 

 

Attendance 

In an effort to increase student success, JWNHS has implemented new policies that focus on positive 

attendance behaviors. Our staff recognizes the importance of perfect attendance and strives to educate 

our families and students about the need to be present and active in all classes. To that end, JWNHS 
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developed the attendance task force whose goal is to develop systems of intervention that encourage 

students to attend classes every day. Our approach to attendance is not without challenges as attendance 

issues are not always within the control of our students or staff. Therefore, JWNHS has made exerted 

efforts to educate families about the importance of attendance through phone calls, Coffee with the 

Principal, ELAC, and other methods of outreach.  

 

We believe in the importance of attendance so deeply that we devoted a TOSA to work with chronic 

absenteeism daily. Our Attendance TOSA monitors and mentors students, who are referred by teachers, 

who are frequently missing classes. The TOSA makes home visits with the Assistant Principal of 

Attendance to help educate parents about the importance of attendance.  

 

Overall Summary 

The process of identifying, collecting, and analyzing data indicating John W. North High School’s (JWNHS) 

academic performance and growth is an ongoing process. Review and Reflection take place before, during, 

and at the end of the school year during regularly scheduled all staff after-school Professional Learning 

Community (PLC) collaboration meetings, monthly Leadership Team meetings, and at faculty meetings. 

JWNHS uses multiple measures to assess student achievement. In the future, JWNHS will continue to 

assess the best methods for data analysis to best meet the needs of our diverse population.  


